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Abstract
Skeleton Subspace Deformation (SSD) is a novel Free Form Deformation technology (FFD), and plays an im-
portant role in character animation, interactive game and other fields. In this paper, we present a new layered
algorithm of SSD. After a preliminary conventional SSD, a displacement map is constructed based on the pose
of the skeleton and the original surface. And then synthesize the displacement map with the defectively deformed
surface and thus solve the inherent problems of conventional SSD, called "collapse" and "pinch". The experiment
shows the effectiveness of this algorithm to create the realistic skin for an animated character.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Curve, surface, solid, and
object representations I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Animation

1. Introduction

Free form deformation is an important technique in com-
puter animation, interactive game and other fields. Shape
interpolation1 and Skeleton Subspace Deformation2,3 are
the most favorable FFD techniques in practice. Shape inter-
polation is particularly popular in facial animation1,4. The
surface vertices are created through blending multiple spa-
tial corresponding vertices on key shapes. The interpolated
shapes, however, can not guarantee against collisions be-
tween skins (shapes) and skeletons, for most human motions
are driven by the hierarchical skeleton motion data5. Aim-
ing at creating skeleton based skins, researchers2,3 proposed
a simple but novel technique called Skeleton Subspace De-
formation (SSD), in which the surface vertices are moved in
response to several associated limbs. SSD has been widely
used in commercial software packages6,7in part due to the
hardware support.

However, problems called "collapse" and "pinch" occur
and damage the realism of skins, when the limbs are rotated
or twisted with large angles. Those defects are inherent in
the process of SSD, which will be addressed in Section 2.1.
In this paper, we propose a layered method to rectify these
flaws: Create a deficient surface using SSD, construct a dis-
placement map based on the pose and the reference surface
and then synthesize it with the preliminary deformed sur-
face.

Figure 1: Application of SSD. (a) is the initial arm,(b),(d)
are the arms with the forearm rigidly rotating and twist-
ing respectively, and (c), (e) are the corresponding SSD de-
formed arms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the
next section, we give a brief review on recent work on SSD.
In Section 3, we elaborate the modelling of the displacement
map. We discuss the experimental result in Section 4 and
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Previous Work

SSD suffers from its inherent problems, "collapse" and
"pinch", though it has been the most widely used approach
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Figure 2: SSD algorithm. P1 and P2 are the new positions
of V according to the rigidly transformation of limb J1 and
J2 respectively. P is the deformed position of V lying on the
line P1P2.

to skeleton-driven animation, and adopted in most commer-
cial software. Recently, fruitful work has been conducted to
relieve and solve these problems.

2.1. Skeleton subspace deformation

Skeleton-driven animation, in which character is driven by
the hierarchical motion data according to its embedded
skeleton, plays a dominant role in character animation and
interactive game, especially recently when motion capture
systems have been widely used. As shown in Figure 1(b)
and (d), "crevasse" and "puncture" occur in the connections
when skeleton is moved rigidly according to the hierarchical
motion data. To eliminate such problems, a simple but novel
method, called "Skeleton Subspace Deformation" (SSD) or
"Vertex Blending"2,3,8, is proposed, in which the vertices of
an object’s surface are moved interactively in response to
some control mechanism. The number of vertices and their
inter-connectivity do not change. The formulization of SSD
is well described in Lewis8 as follows.

Let V be a vertex on limbj, Pobe the position of V in the
local coordinate system of limbj, Lo

j be the transform from
the local coordinate system of limbj to the world coordi-
nate system,Lδ

k be the transform moving limbk to the world
coordinate system,Ω be the set of limbs which control the
motion of V with relevant weights, the new position of V in
the world coordinate system can be calculated as follows.

P = ∑
k∈Ω

ωkLδ
kLo−1

k Lo
j P

o (1)

∑
k∈Ω

ωk = 1

whereLo−1
k Lo

j P
o represents the original coordinate of V in

the local coordinate system of limbk, Lδ
kLo−1

k Lo
j P

o repre-
sents the new coordinate of V in the world coordinate system
caused by the motion of limbk. The procedure of SSD for
a two-limb joint is illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in Fig-

Figure 3: Limitation of SSD. a illustrates the cause of "col-
lapse" in SSD, and b shows the collapsed arm. c and d illus-
trate the cause of "pinch" and e shows the pinched arm.

ure 1, "crevasse" and "puncture" can be well solved through
SSD.

2.2. Recent work

As shown in Figure 3, SSD suffers from its inherent prob-
lem, "collapse" and "pinch". Bloomenthal9 presented a me-
dial based vertex blending technique, in which the weights
associated with each vertex can be computed automatically
by applying convolution to the medial axis/surface of the
object, thus fewer undesired artifacts are evident in the an-
imated surface. However, there are many unanswered ques-
tions concerning this technique, such as its robustness given
a noisy medial, its dependence on the resolution of the me-
dial and its ability to use hardware support. Lewis8 pro-
posed a unified approach to shape deformation and SSD,
called pose space deformation. Starting from a simple SSD
model, the vertex displacement offsets between the SSD
surface and various character poses are stored. At the run
time, the character may be simulated by mapping the in-
terpolated displacement onto the underlying SSD character
model, thereby providing a kinematic deformation model.
Paul10 proposed an "EigenSkin". In contrary to Lewis8, in
which the offsets between the SSD surface and those of the
various pre-existing poses are stored and used for RBF based
interpolation to create the offsets during the runtime, Paul10

stores only the EigenSkins learned from the offsets men-
tioned above and synthesizes the offsets using these Eigen-
Skins at the runtime. Thus the need for memory is reduced.
Recently, Allen11 presents a method to use range scan data
to develop interactive character skins. However, both meth-
ods need to model the key poses in advance and are confined
to the limited pose space.

Contrary to these above techniques, Mohr12 proposed a
method that lets users directly manipulate the vertex posi-
tions in a SSD deformed surface. The subspace of possi-
ble deformed vertex position is computed and displayed for
users to place the vertex in this space, and then the correct
weights for SSD are computed automatically. This method
gives users as much direct control as possible and makes ex-
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Figure 4: Parameters of the displacement map.

plicit what deformations are possible. However, as the posi-
tions of vertices are still confined to the subspace prescribed
by SSD, some desired positions are unreachable. Moreover,
it is tedious to correct the position of each vertex one at a
time.

3. Pose based displacement map

As shown in Figure 3, "collapse" and "pinch" are the in-
herent problems of SSD, and can not be solved thoroughly
through adjusting the weight distribution alone. We adopt a
scheme similar to those of Lewis8 and Paul10, creating ver-
tex offsets and mapping them onto the underlying SSD sur-
face. In contrary to Lewis8 and Paul10, we model the vertex
offsets as a displacement map and construct it according to
the skeleton configuration, pose, as well as the original sur-
face. No key pose surfaces need to be constructed before-
hand and only a few displacement parameters are needed at
the runtime. Thus the presented method is free of the pose
space limitation and vast memory consumption. As the dis-
placement map is controlled by only a few intuitive param-
eters, it also offers convenient manipulation for animators.
We will introduce the modelling of the pose based displace-
ment map in detail below with an example of a two-limb
connection.

We establish a local coordinate system with the joint of a
two-limb connection as the originO, X axis along the right
limb, Z axis perpendicular to the paper and out as illustrated
in Figure 4. The displacement of vertexV,DV , can be defined
as follows.

DV = AEfCVfRVIWV (2)

whereAE is the amplitude of the displacement map,fCV rep-
resents the distribution of displacement in the section of the
limb parallel to the planeYOZ , f RV represents the distribu-
tion of displacement alongX axis, andIWV is an identity
vector representing the direction of the displacement. As the
displacement map for a given limb varies along with poses
only, this displacement map is called posed based displace-
ment map.

Figure 5: Displacement map for rotation.

3.1. Displacement map for rotation

When the right limb rotates aroundZ axis, the problem of
"collapse" appears in the SSD deformed surface as shown in
Figure 3(a) and (b). To solve this problem, a displacement
map for rotation is constructed according to Equation 2 as
follows.

AE, the amplitude of the displacement map, varying along
with the rotational angle and the size of the joint, can be
defined as an increasing function of these two factors. For
example, it can be defined as follow.

AE = udE tan(θ/2) (θ ∈ [0,180))

wheredE is the thickness of the limb as shown in Figure 4,
θ is the rotational angle of the right limb aroundZ axis, and
u is a constant factor. Considering the possible postures of
animated characters, it is reasonable to confineθ to [0,180).
fCV, the distribution of the displacement map on the section
parallel to the planeYOZ , is relevant to the distance between
the vertex V and the planeZOX . A possible distribution is
described as follows.

fCV = dCV/dCmax

wheredCV is the distance between V and the planeZOX ,
anddCmax is the maximum among thedCVs.

f RV, the distribution of the displacement map alongX
axis, is related with the distance between the vertex V and
the planeYOZ . In addition, the rotational angleθ determines
the holistic distribution. LetdRV be the distance between V
and the planeYOZ , f RV can be defined as follows.

fRV = exp(−d2
RV/k(180−θ)2) (θ ∈ [0,180))

As SSD has no effect on the component of the position of
V along Z axis, the direction of the displacement map lies
on the rotational planeXOY . Let V’ be the new vertex of
V after SSD,

−→
PV′ be the projection of the vector OV’ on the
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Figure 6: Displacement map for twist.

rotational plane, the identity vectorIWV can be defined as
follows.

IWV =−→
PV′/‖−→PV′‖

The SSD deformed surface is rectified by mapping the
above displacement map onto it, and the result is shown in
Figure 5.

3.2. Displacement map for twist

When the right limb rotates aroundX axis, the problem of
"pinch" occurs in the SSD deformed surface as shown in
Figure 3(c), (d) and (e). To solve this problem, a displace-
ment map for twist is constructed according to Equation 2 in
the similar way to that for rotation.

AE, the amplitude of the displacement map, varying along
with the twisting angle and the size of the joint, can be de-
fined as an increasing function of these two factors. For ex-
ample, it can be defined as follows.

AE = udE(1−cos(θ/2)) (θ ∈ [0,180))

wheredE is the thickness of the limb as shown in Figure 4,
θ is the twisting angle of the right limb aroundZ axis, andu
is a constant.

fCV, the distribution of the displacement map on the sec-
tion parallel to the planeYOZ , is relevant to the distance
between the vertex V andX axis. A feasible distribution can
be defined as

fCV = rV/rmax

whererV is the distance between V andX axis, andrmax is
the maximum among all therVs.

f RV, the distribution of the displacement map alongX
axis, can be defined in the same way as that in the rotational
displacement map.

fRV = exp(−d2
RV/k(180−θ)2) (θ ∈ [0,180))

IWV, the identity vector representing the direction of the
displacement of V, can be defined as follows.

IWV =−→
PV′/‖−→PV′‖

where V’is the new vertex of V after SSD, and
−→
PV′ is the

projection of the vector OV’ on the twisting planeYOZ .

The SSD deformed surface is rectified by mapping the
displacement map above onto it, and the result is shown in
Figure 6.

4. Experiment

We implement a skinning system based on the presented al-
gorithm, in which users have options whether to create the
displacement map for the SSD deformed surface. The sys-
tem also provides an interface for users to manipulate the
displacement. To create realistic skins, users firstly select the
distribution for the displacement map. Our system provides
several optional distributions similar to those addressed in
Section 3. Next, users adjust the amplitude and parameters
of the distribution through the user interface.

To verify the effectiveness of this algorithm, we have con-
structed an arm, to which SSD and the presented algorithm
are applied respectively when its posture varies. The arms,
when the forearm rotates with angles, 55 , 65 , 75 and 85 re-
spectively, are shown in Figure 7. The SSD deformed arms
are shown in Figure 7 (a), (b), (c), (d), and the arms deformed
using the presented algorithm are shown in Figure 7(e), (f),
(g) and (h) respectively. From the above comparison, we can
see that our algorithm can solve the "collapse" effectively.
The arms, when the forearm twists with angles, 100 , 110 ,
120 , and 130 respectively, are shown in Figure 8. The SSD
deformed arms are shown in Figure 8 (a), (b), (c), (d) and
the arms deformed using the presented algorithm are shown
in Figure 8(e), (f), (g) and (h). From the above comparison,
we can also see that our algorithm can solve the "pinch" ef-
fectively.

5. Conclusion

SSD is a simple but novel Free Form Deformation technol-
ogy in character animation and interactive game. However,
it suffers from its inherent defects, called "collapse" and
"pinch". Variation of weights can help to relieve these prob-
lems, but is unable to solve it thoroughly. A promising way
is to rectify the SSD deformed surface with some offsets.
The published algorithms in this way are mostly example
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Figure 7: Arms with forearm rotating.

based methods, creating the offsets using some pre-existing
surfaces constructed ahead. These methods suffer from the
limitation of the existing pose space and need vast memory
in the runtime. In this paper, we propose a displacement map
modelling the offsets, which are created in the run-time ac-
cording to the current pose and the original surface. No key
surfaces need to be constructed in advance and no key off-
sets need to be stored in memory in the runtime. Thus the
proposed displacement map is free of the limitation of the
pose space and can also reduce the memory consumption in
the runtime. Moreover, as the proposed displacement map is
controlled by only a few intuitive parameters, this method
gives users convenient and efficient control over the surface.
The result shows the effectiveness of this algorithm.

In this ongoing research, we will focus on more powerful
tools for users to manipulate the surface. Though the pre-
sented displacement map can be an effective amendment to
SSD deformed surface, sometimes desired deformation still
can not be achieved, for the distribution of the displacement
map is confined to only a few control parameters. A promis-

Figure 8: Arms with forearm twisting.

ing way is to provide direct control over the displacement
map. In contrary to Mohr12, in which the position of the
vertex is confined to the limited subspace, users can set the
displacement at will. The constraint optimization method,
in which an objective function is set up and solved while
constraints such as the specifications of users and some nec-
essary characteristics of the displacement map are met, can
be employed to achieve the required displacement map, thus
creating realistic surface.
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